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"Oddball" Errors
By Lee Worth ley
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ERROR collecting is a fascinating sideline to paper money collecting, and
  the desire to acquire unusual and unique specimens is one more facet of
this exciting hobby. Everyone who collects error notes will have gotten the

I more common errors, i.e., creases, offsets, smudges, misaligned overprints.
I extra scraps of paper, butterflies, etc. And after a sizeable amount of these
I is acquired, what next? The error collector is like the block collector who

has almost all the blocks completed and doesn't know which way to turn. What
do I look for now? I solved that problem by attempting to collect unusual =
and what could be considered one-of-a-kind errors. I carefully scrutinized my
collection and came up with the following six notes that I am sure you will

I find very unusual.
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Note #1 is a $1.00 1935-D Silver Certificate with the
complete overprinting printed on the reverse. Though
slightly off-center, the back and face of this note were
printed normally. This error happened after the face
printing and prior to the overprinting. Every so often
a sheet is pulled out for inspection to make sure there
are no errors up to that point. The sheet that contained
this note was one of these. But instead of being replaced
with the face side up for the overprinting, this sheet was
placed with the reverse side up, thus receiving the over-
printing on the reverse.

Note #2 is a $1.00 1963-A Federal Reserve Note that
has only half of the overprinting lowered and not all of
it, as is normally the case. Most notes that are found
with misplaced overprinting usually have the complete
overprinting off in one way or the other. This note does
not follow that rule. The bank seal, district numbers, and
both signatures are in error, while the Treasury seal and
both serial numbers are in their normal positions. Before
the advent of COPE, all paper money was overprinted on
a two-color press. As the sheet was fed into the press,
it first received the serial numbers and the Treasury seal,
printed in their normal places. Then the sheet became
misaligned and moved upward almost one-quarter of an
inch, enough so that the district seal and numbers and the
signatures were printed lower than normal, resulting in
a half-lowered overprinting note.

Note #3 is a $5.00 1953-A Silver Certificate and is called
a multiple-double error, a type that is extremely hard to
find. A very light offset on the reverse and two creases
on the face created this unusual specimen. Also, a light
fingerprint smudge below the right lower "5" on the re-
verse is evidence that the sheet was handled after the
error was in existence, and at that time this sheet should
have been pulled and destroyed, before the face printing.
The back received a light offset from the impression roller
that had touched the plate when a previous sheet was mis-
aligned and had transferred this design to the roller. As
each succeeding sheet was fed, this transfer was offset on
the lower reverse until it disappeared completely. This
offset note is very light, indicating it was about the tenth
or eleventh sheet to be fed. Then before the face was
printed, this same sheet developed two creases on the face
side and was printed and cut with these two creases still
intact. Three errors, from two different printing mal-
functions, created this multiple-double error note.

Note #4 is a $20.00 1950-C Federal Reserve Note that
has what is called a double-folded printed flag. This error
resulted when the lower right corner became folded over
twice before the face printing and was printed that way.
Check letter "R" denotes that this was the last note in
the lower right corner of an 18-subject sheet. Numerous
wrinkles on this note could mean that the entire sheet was
printed with creases and folds. The green lines are in that
portion that is designed to be cut away. These cutting

lines are an aid to the cutter operator to show where to
cut the sheet for perfect individual note centering.

Note #5 is a $20.00 1950-E Federal Reserve Note that
was torn, folded over twice, and printed that way. This
is a most unusual error, the product of a torn sheet. This
note came from the upper right corner of an 18-subject
sheet, and it is evident that the sheet was torn more than
half way, as this note was torn completely in half. After
a normal back and face printing, the sheet somehow de-
veloped a tear on the right side, possibly from faulty
ejecting from the face printing press. Then this torn piece
became folded over so that when the overprinting was ap-
plied, the result was part of the overprinting being printed
on the back. Add to this a small fold below the district
seal that resulted in part of the "5" of the left serial num-
ber being printed on this tiny flap. The lack of a full
signature and the lower part of the "4" and also the "5"
was caused by the thickness of the folded-over piece that
prevented a full impression. Also note that the serial
number is very uneven, caused by the folded-over sheet
moving while being fed through the overprinting press.
After being overprinted, the sheet straightened out and
was cut into individual notes without mishap. At this
point the note was in two separate pieces and slipped by
the examiners and out into circulation where it was found,
taped together, until it was finally removed by a collector.

Notice the 20,000 jump between serial numbers on this
note. Nowhere in my research can I find facts to explain
more than a 8,000 difference between notes on an 18-subject
sheet. My opinion is that it is either a mismatch serial
or on some of the 1950-E series sheets on which the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing did incorporate a 20,000 jump
between serial numbers. I would appreciate information
on this from anyone who knows the answer.

Note #6 is a $50.00 1950-A Federal Reserve Note that
has an overprinting transfer on the reverse. The back
and face were printed normally, but the sheet either failed
to feed through the overprinting press or a second sheet
was fed along with this one, preventing the overprinting
from being printed on this sheet. Then as the finished
sheets were being stacked and were still wet, this sheet
picked up an impression from the sheet underneath it.

Oddball errors make very good conversation pieces,
excellent error note displays, and very good "bragging"
notes for conversation with fellow collectors. These notes
usually cost more when found and are very often worth
the added price, especially if the note is really off, error-
wise. Auctions and coin conventions are an excellent
place to procure such specimens. I would be very in-
terested in hearing of notes similar to those described
in this article.
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